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one must do their research at times like these and get some impartial guidance that will save them time and stress. after having a look through the various books theres (and also at what the dele officials have
to say), id decided that in order to get maximum benefit, i should follow the set of exercises in the el cronometro book. i borrowed a copy so that i could follow the exercises, and after a couple of days of reading
it i found myself actually enjoying it. the set of exercises are structured quite differently from the 1-5 language practice suggestions in el cronometro. all of these exercises were specifically designed for the dele

c1 examination and help the student to develop the skills needed in order to answer the questions on that exam. it turns out that to be able to answer the questions on the dele, you need to be able to read,
comprehend, and evaluate a written text in spanish. the exercises included in el cronometro are designed to develop those skills, and help the student to go beyond just memorizing sentences or drilling for a

particular vocabulary item or listening comprehension exercise.the exercises in el cronometro are not easy, and this is the point. if the student can do them at first, then they can do them again, each time
better. as you go from exercise to exercise you get to see your improvement and keep going. this is a process that takes time. you can read through the whole of el cronometro in no more than three weeks, but
it takes much longer to go beyond it and start doing the exercises. once you have done this, you can continue with the general dele course (around 180 hours) and after a while, you will naturally start gaining an

understanding of how the system works. this will help you in your preparations for the dele, and after the exam you will have a better idea as to how to tackle any questions that may arise. the exercises are
intended to be the building blocks of your knowledge and a good set of tools to use, but you can’t build the house of knowledge using only those, they have to be supplemented with your own solid foundation of

classical spanish.
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the book includes a complete and organized study plan that begins with a complete explanation of
what is in the dele c1 exam and how much time you have to study. the chapters are detailed and

well structured, so that you get an idea of what is in each section of the test, and also of how many
and what type of questions they will include. the chapters begin with a set of questions that you are

supposed to get right and then a set of answers that you have to check. in this way you learn to
check the answers (remembering which book or website you can use for a quick check), work out

your mistakes and therefore learn the content and structure of the dele c1 spanish test. it helps you
discover why certain questions are wrong, and what you can do to avoid that problem. this is the

perfect way to learn and the perfect way to prepare. the chapters continue with a set of questions to
check and then a set of answers that you have to check. in this way you learn to check the answers
(remembering which book or website you can use for a quick check), work out your mistakes and
therefore learn the content and structure of the dele c1 spanish test. it helps you discover why

certain questions are wrong, and what you can do to avoid that problem. this is the perfect way to
learn and the perfect way to prepare. the final chapters include a questionnaire in which you have to

assess yourself as you would do it in the real dele c1 exam. this is the ideal way to evaluate and
compare the level of knowledge that you have gained with the training you have done. your teacher
could not give you a score for your knowledge, but with this questionnaire you can compare yourself

with others. 5ec8ef588b
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